STANDARD SIZES LISTED BELOW ARE AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY IN BLACK, WHITE, AND SATIN ANODIZED ALUMINUM.

ALL MODELS CAN BE SURFACE MOUNTED, RECESSED, OR SEMI-RECESSED

• 15” wide - 24” high in flat and bevel mirror, without arch, 4” depth
• 15”, 19”, or 23” wide - 30” or 40” high in flat or bevel mirror, with or without arch, 4” & 6” depth
• 15”, 19”, or 23” wide - 70” high in flat or bevel mirror, in 4” or 6” depth

CUSTOM SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR INFORMATION.

Century’s elegant hand-crafted medicine cabinets for the bath provide the reflective qualities you need to prepare for your day, or night. Select from three widths, three heights, two depths, and three finishes, or request a custom size and color to suit your particular needs. These installer friendly mirrored cabinets reflect only the superior quality customers have come to expect from Century. Standard models are available for immediate delivery.

Combine two surface mounted cabinets with a mirror and shelf kit for an elegant look. Mirror and shelf kits come with mirror mounting hardware and shelf mounts. 1/2” clear shelf glass is standard. Custom glass shelves are available in a number of glass options to match your century shower enclosure.
SOFT CLOSE HINGE OPTION

Electronic cabinets include a two outlet strip inside the cabinet and anti-fog door mirrors.

PULL OUT SHOWER MAGNIFIER

Left or right handed. Slides inside the cabinet door for complete concealment. Finger pull allows for easy access and operation.

15” Wide, 70” High, 6” Deep, Black Finish, Flat Mirror, 1-3/4” Traditional Frame in Oil Rubbed Bronze.

www.centurybathworks.com
medicine cabinet construction
frames & finishes

5/16" ADJUSTABLE SHELVES
5/16" glass shelves are thick, strong, and easily adjustable to suit your needs.

INSTALLER FRIENDLY
All holes are pre-drilled and threaded. Doors are packaged separately for safe handling and ease of cabinet installation, and install in minutes with snap on Blum hinges.

MIRROR FINISH
Mirror finish inside and out gives plenty of opportunity to make sure you're looking your best.

ANODIZED ALUMINUM BODY
Solid anodized aluminum ensures your cabinet will hold up to even the busiest bathroom environment for years to come. Available in Black, White, Satin, and custom colors.

BLUM HINGES
Effortless snap on adjustable Blum hinges open to 170 degrees, or use limit clips (included) when a 130 degree opening is required.

MIRROR FINISH
Mirror finish inside and out gives plenty of opportunity to make sure you're looking your best.

WIDE FINGER PULLS
Wide finger pulls for easy opening.

SOFTCLOSE BUMPER
Provides quiet door closure.

MOUNTING OPTIONS AND MIRROR SIDE KITS
Cabinets can be surface mount, recessed, or semi-recessed. Mirror side kits available for surface and semi-recess applications.

2" MIRROR KIT
Use for semi-recess mounting of 6" deep cabinets.

4" MIRROR KIT
Use for surface mounting of 4" deep cabinets.

6" MIRROR KIT
Use for surface mounting of 6" deep cabinets.

Sizes: 1-3/4", 1", 3/4"
Traditional Frame
1. Satin Nickel
2. Silver
3. Polished Chrome
4. Linen White
5. Polished Nickel
6. Oil Rubbed Bronze
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